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Abstract— In today’s scenario, due to proliferation and
increasing use of power electronic devices, in power distribution
system has been experiencing number of power quality problems
like harmonics, voltage sag, voltage swell, etc. to great extent. To
mitigate these power quality problems many devices like active
power filter, dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), D-STATCOM,
unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) are used. In this paper
suitability of different devices for different power quality issues
are shown.
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however, relatively compact, quick, free from problem of
resonance, and adaptive in nature. And hence, it can compensate
various harmonics caused different types of non-linear loads.[1]
APF Technology is now effective for providing
compensation for harmonics, reactive power and other issues in
AC system. APF is also used to eliminate voltage harmonics,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Power Quality is a broader term and encompasses set of
electrical properties which is responsible for the proper
function of the electrical system. The poor power quality
refers to the deviation in supply parameters (voltage and
frequency) from the ideal or prescribed limits. Thus, poor
power quality includes voltage sag, voltage swell, frequency
variations, transients, harmonics, flicker, imbalance in the
three phases, interruption of supply, etc.[1]
To address the power quality problems, many corrective
actions are to be taken by the utility as well as by the
consumers, especially industrial consumers. Traditionally,
passive LC filters were used to limit the injection of harmonics
into the utility. These filters are now being replaced by the
advanced power electronics compensator known as active
power filters in the modern electrical power system. Out of the
various active power filter configurations (series, shunt and
hybrid), shunt active power filter (SAPF) is quite popular to
eliminate harmonics locally at the load side making the utility
free of harmonics. Unlike passive LC filters, which are simple
in design, inexpensive, larger in volume and bulky, tuned to
particular frequency; the APFs are complex and expensive;
www.asianssr.org
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To suppress voltage flicker and to improve voltage balance
in three phase system. An objective is to achieve depending
upon the control strategy and configuration which have to be
appropriately suitable.[1]

produce by nonlinear load. It consists of voltage source
inverter with the PWM current control. Active filter
controller consist the current control algorithm.[1][2][3]

II. CONFIGURATION

The PWM converter operates at high switching
frequency. The DC link capacitor and IGBT with antiparallel diode form the voltage source inverter. The firing
pulses of VSI are generated from PWM control. The Active
shunt filter continuously senses the load current IL, and
calculate the instantaneous current Ic to take corrective
action.

APF can be classified based on different types like its
converter, topology, control strategy being adopted,
selection of component and other essential additional
features:
A. Converter Based
There are two types of converters being used in active
filter. PWM inverter is used in this topology. It behaves as a
non sinusoidal current source to meet harmonic current due
to non linear load.
The PWM converter is responsible for power
processing and the active filter controller is signal
processing unit . Figure 1 the basic configuration of
shunt active filter use for the compensating of harmonics
Figure 2 shows block diagram of series active filter. It is
connected before load in series with ac mains to eliminating
voltage harmonics and to balance and regulate voltage of line.
It has been used to reduce negative sequence voltage. It can
be installed by electric utilities to compensate voltage
harmonics[1].
Figure 3 shows hybrid filter which is combination of active
and passive filter. In hybrid filter LC passive filter is used to
eliminate lower order harmonics. Hybrid filter is classified in
four categories: (i) shunt active filter with series passive filter
(ii) series active filter with shunt passive filter (iii) series
active filter with series passive filter (iv) shunt active filter
with shunt passive filter [1].
The first type is suitable for voltage source type of loads.
Series active filter provides isolation between source and shunt
passive filter by restricting all the load current flowing into the
passive filter. The disadvantage of this method is that series
active filter is connected between supply and load through
series transformer, which requires great protection so cost of
protection is high.
In second type, active filter increases the performance of
shunt passive filter. In this type protection and control is easy
rating of active filter is low because of series connection with
passive filter. The drawback of this type is that reactive power
control and thus is less preferred.
Shunt hybrid filter operates as current source and harmonic
sink. Shunt active filter eliminates lower order harmonics like
5th and 7th while shunt passive filter eliminates high order
harmonics like 11th, 13th etc. and thus shunt hybrid filter is
effective solution to eliminate load current harmonics as it is
able to remove low order as well as high order harmonics.
Passive filter is used to eliminate particular order
harmonics and active filter controller consists of control
circuit. So, the rating of inverter is reduced. The inductor, L is
www.asianssr.org

B. Topology Based
APF can be classified based on topology used as a series
or shunt active filter and unified power quality conditioner.
The careful amalgamation of active filter and passive filter is
known as hybrid filter which is mostly used to eliminate
current harmonics, facilities reactive power compensation (an
excellent example is D-STATCOM) and balancing
unbalancedcurrent
used to reduce di/dt ratio across switches in inverter. The active
filter controller produces control signal. This control signal is
compared with carrier wave in PWM to produce gate pulses.
These gate pulses are released to the inverter.
C. Control Strategy Based
Control strategy plays a vital role in performance of active
filter technology. Control methods of active filter in time
domain are instantaneous derivation of compensating command
in form of either voltage or current at point of common
coupling. Conventionally, instantaneous power p-q theory,
reference frame theory, sliding mode control [2] or fuzzy logic
controller are used to implement control strategy of an active
filter.
The instantaneous power theory (p-q theory) was proposed
by Hirofumi Akagi. in 1983. The p-q theory is based on
conversion of a-b-c coordinate into α-β-0 coordinates and α-β0 coordinates into a-b-c coordinates, known as Clark’s
transformation and inverse transformation, respectively. The
constant power compensation control strategy for a shunt
active filter was the first strategy for a shunt active filter. It
was the first strategy developed based on the p-q theory, and
was first introduced by H. Akagi in 1983 [1]. In terms of real
and imaginary power in order to draw constant instantaneous

power from the source, the shunt active filter should be
installed as close vicinity as possible to the non-linear load and
should compensate the oscillating real power of the load.
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Here, an assumption of a three phase system without neutral
wire is being considered and therefore the zero sequence
power is zero[1][3][4].
If the shunt active filter compensates the oscillating real
power and imaginary power of the load, it guaranties that
only a constant real power is drawn from the power system.
Therefore constant instantaneous power control strategy
provides optimal compensation from a power flow, even
under non-sinusoidal or unbalanced system voltages[4][9].
Hysteresis current control technique is basically an
instantaneous feedback current control method of PWM,
where the actual current continually tracks the command
current within a hysteresis band. In active power filter,
hysteresis current control (HCC) method is used to generate
switching pulses to drive the six switches of three phase
voltage source inverter. In this technique the actual output
currents of active filters are compared with the reference
current. If the difference between actual current and
reference current exceeds the upper hysteresis band limit
than upper switch becomes on and lower switch is turned off
and if the difference between actual current and reference
current exceeds the lower hysteresis band limit than upper
switch goes off and lower switch is turned on.[1][5][6][7]
Fuzzy system is based on fuzzy set theory and associated
techniques are proposed by Zadeh. Fuzzy inference is the
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process of formulating the mapping from a given input to an
output using FL. The mapping then provides a basis inputoutput for making decisions. The process of fuzzy inference
involves Membership function, logical operators, and IFTHEN rules. The function that defines how each element is
mapped to the degree of membership is called Membership
function. Fuzzy system has four components they are
Fuzzification, fuzzy rule, inference engine, and Defuzzification. Fuzzification is a process that converts
numerical measurements into fuzzy sets. The fuzzy rule is
generated by the training algorithms via input–output data
pairs and the rules are expressed in the IF THEN form
reasoning[13][14].
D. Generating Firing Pulses for APF
To generate gate signals for AF based on the derived
compensating quantity. Hysteresis band control, PWM voltage
control or PWM current control are used to generate firing
pulses for active filter. Generally sinusoidal pulse width
modulation technique is widely used to generate gate pulses
for power circuit for AF [10][11].
Unified power quality conditioner, which is combination of
active shunt filter and active series filter shown in figure 4. DC
link capacitor is shared between series and shunt active filter. It
is used to mitigate current and voltage harmonics as well. It can
balance and regulate voltage and eliminate negative sequence
current. Its main drawbacks are its size, cost and control
complexity [1] [12][13][14][15][16].
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CONCLUSION
This paper explains types, suitable, efficient active power
filter, hybrid filter, unified power quality conditioners, etc.
Table-I mentions suitable power quality devices for different
power quality issues. Role of active power filter is
multifaceted, i.e. suitable for harmonic mitigation, reactive
power compensation, eliminate negative sequence current.
Series active filter- dynamic voltage restorer or DVR is most
suitable in voltage sag and voltage swell problem and also for
voltage quality mitigation. Unified power quality conditioner
is most suitable for most of power quality issues but its
drawbacks are its complexity and higher cost[1].
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